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OPINION 1134
ZERYNTHIA OCHSENHEIMER,1816 (INSECTA

LEPIDOPTERA) CONSERVEDUNDERTHE PLENARY
POWERS

RULING - (1) Under the plenary powers, the generic name
Pamalius Rafinesque, 1815, is hereby suppressed for the purposes
of the Law of Priority but not for those of the Law of Homonymy.

(2) The generic name Zerynthia Ochsenheimer, 1816
(gender: feminine), type species, through Thais Fabricius, 1807,
non Roeding, 1798, Papilio hypsipyle Fabricius, 1776, is hereby
placed on the Official List of Generic Names in Zoology with the
NameNumber 2086.

(3) The specific name polyxena [Denis & Schiffermueller]

,

1775, as published in the binomen Papilio polyxena, is hereby
placed on the Official List of Specific Names in Zoology with the
NameNumber 2683.

(4) The generic name Pamalius Rafinesque, 1815, as

suppressed under the plenary powers in (1) above, is hereby placed
on the Official Index of Rejected and Invalid Generic Names in

Zoology with the NameNumber 2 109.

HISTORYOFTHECASEZ.N.(S.) 1884

An apphcation for the use of the plenary powers to suppress

the generic name Pamalius Rafinesque, 1815, was first received

from Mr N.D. Riley (British Museum (Natural History), London)
and Dr L.G. Higgins (Focklesbrook Farm, Chobham, Woking, U.K.)
on 20 March 1969. The case was affected by the confusion then
surrounding Article 23b of the Code and was accordingly not
proceeded with. In July 1974 Mr Riley provided the additional

references required under the revised provisions of Articles 23a-b
and 79b; the paper was sent to the printer on 27 August 1974 and
published on 31 December 1974 in Bull. zool. Nom., vol. 31: 204-
205. PubUc notice of the possible use of the plenary powers in the

case was given in the same part of the Bulletin and was sent to the

statutory serials as well as to nine entomological serials. An objec-

tion by O Kudma and P.R. Ackery, with a reply by Riley and
Higgins, was published in Bull. zool. Nom., vol. 33: 145. No other
comment was received.
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DECISION OFTHECOMMISSION

•
•. Pi"

^ September 1978 the members of the Commission were
invited to vote under the Three-Month Rule in voting paper (1978)

\Ia\Z T'"u *^^ proposals set out in Bull. zool. Norn., vol 31

:u ~,rl *^^ ^'°'^ °^ ^he voting period on 5 December 1978
the state of the voting was as follows:

^ H 1:f^.!^^*'''x/.°^.f
" seventeen ( 1 7), received in the following

order. Holthuis Melville, Mroczkowski, Eisenmann, Yokes, BrinckWilink Habe Tortonese, Binder, Bayer, Dupuis, Corliss, NyeWelch, Bernardi, with a conditional vote from Alvarado
Negative Vote - Cogger.

lp.v. VT "^^^^M^
"""^^ "^^^ returned by Sabrosky. Ride was on

Starobogatov"''^'
^°^^' "^^'^ returned by Heppell, Kraus and

The following comments were returned with voting papers-

acrr.
' ^""^^-^.u

"/^'though Sympathetic to the original proposal, and

hf/nTI. 7''h
*^^, P^oPose'-s that the issue would p?obably havebeen resolved as they requested had an early vote been taken, the

real question is still one of nomenclatural stability. As the submis-
sions indicate that currently one name is not more widely used or

Priority
" '''^'''

^ ^''°"'" '^' ^PPJi^^tion of the Law of

Nye: "It is certain that Pamalius is the senior objectivereplacement name for Thais Fabricius, 1807. It is also certain tha?Pamalius was a nomen oblitum at the time of its reintroduction in1972 in contravention of Article 23b
"

r>\^ceJfn7Zf "r/
P^"'' <i^^/amalius est bien un nom de rem-

ParnaZTjr/
^?^''',"^^'^ j'approuve la suppression du nomPamalius tout de memetres peu connu des lepidopteristes

"

THITMAP fi^' '7u^ ^^.^^ ^^^^ t^^ family-group name ZERYN-THIINAE will not be affected (Art. 40), whatever the decision

ITcZV-l ""'"
'T

^'^ suppression of Pamalius. Unlike the

Pamall7/Jl f '""^ ''''' }° "^' ^^'t' ^" Rafmesque's format,Pamalius was a replacement name for Thais, otherwise he wouldmer^eiy have cited Thais Fabr.' as he did ^Zelima Fabr.^an7"he

ORIGINAL REFERENCES

^ J^.^fo'lowing are the original references for the names placed

ZZ'Zn\^:^. "" " °'"''^' '""'' "^ '"^ ruling give" ?;rr
Pamalius Rafinesque, 1 8 \ 5, Analyse de la Nature: 1 28
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polyxena, Papilio, [Denis & Schiffermueller] , \715, Ankiindung
syst. Werkes Schmett, Wiener Gegend: 162

Zerynthia Ochsenheimer, \^\6, Schmett. Europa, vol. 4: 29.

CERTIFICATE

I certify that the votes cast on voting paper (78)15 were cast

as set out above, that the proposal contained in that voting paper

has been duly adopted under the plenary powers, and that the

decision so taken, being the decision of the International Commis-
sion on Zoological Nomenclature, is truly recorded in the present

Opinion No. 1 134.

R.V. MELVILLE
Secretary

International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature
London

21 February 1979


